
5 chambre Villa à vendre dans Nueva Andalucia, Málaga

NUEVA ANDALUCIA ... 5 Bedroom vila with 5 Bathrooms
an exquisite villa show casing symmetrical modern architecture, refined interiors and a prime location in the coveted
area of La Cerquilla in Nueva Andalucia. While
embracing a contemporary design, this property pays homage to the traditional Andalusian- style villas of Southern
Spain with its white exteriors and roof tiles, complemented by black
beams adorning the terraces. Nestled on a spacious plot, Villa Sophia maximises its surroundings, providing an inviting
space to revel in the outdoors and 320 days of sunshine. The meticulously maintained garden, enveloped by lush
trees, encompasses the terrace area of the property. The ample terraces cater to alfresco dining and relaxation, ideal
for those who enjoy
hosting or the open air.
Additionally, there is a stunning guest apartment on the garden level with its own terrace, doubling as a perfect setting
for delightful outdoor dinners and barbecues, as this area also offers a covered outdoor kitchenette. Spanning
multiple levels, the terrace's lower level showcases a captivating infinity pool, accompanied by two cosy lounge beds
that overlook the
adjacent golf course. A submerged seating area connected to the pool further enhances the space. Within the
property, sophistication and modern elegance enhance the interiors. A neutral
colour palette adorns the space, subtly complemented by carefully selected decorative accents that infuse hints of
colour. The ground floor seamlessly merges indoor and outdoor areas
through floor-to-ceiling glass sliding doors. A striking wine fridge display is conveniently situated adjacent to the dining
room. The modern
yet functional kitchen is fully equipped, providing ample storage and counter space for culinary enthusiasts. The
kitchen has been decorated with stunning wooden cabinets and soft grey
marble counter tops. The kitchen and dining area are connected thanks to the open-plan layout.
The top floor is dedicated to the majority of the property's . bedrooms. The master bedroom steals the show, offering
breathtaking views across the golf course, a large en-suite bathroom and walk-in closet. It connects to a delightful
outdoor terrace complete with a jacuzzi and various seating areas, perfect for watching mesmerising sunsets.
This property also comes equipped with a home gym, situated on the top level and has indoor and outdoor sections.
With its contemporary architecture, refined interiors, expansive plot and
coveted location, it presents an unmissable opportunity

  5 chambres   5 salles de bains   457m² Taille de construction
  2.005m² Taille de la parcelle

6.995.000€

 Propriété commercialisée par MarBanus SL
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